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ON THE BLASCHKE CONDlTIO!\S OF (LP) FUNCTIONS 

AND NORMAL FU!\CTIONS 1 

By E. G. Kwon , H. O. Kim and J. K. Lim 

1. Introduction 

Let U be the unit disk, T the unit circJe in the complex plane It, and S= CU 

l∞}. (LP) denotes the cJass of all nonconstant analytic functions in U with 

radial limits 0 almost everyw here on T (see [7, p.185J and [6, p.79J). For a 

CES and for a function f(=) defined in U, the set of zeros of f(=) - C is called 

the C- points of f(=) 

If C-points !=.} of f (=) satisfy the Blaschke condition 

∞ 

L (1 - 1 = .1) <∞， 
"~I 

then we say that C satisfies the Blaschke condition. A sequence of point" 

satisfying the Blaschke condition is called a Blaschke sequence. A meromorphic 

function f(=) is called nomal in U if the family (f(S(=)) ; S is a one-one con

formal mapping of U onto itselfl is norma l. 

Hwang [4J pr。φsed the following conjectures; 

Conjecture 1. If f(z) is analytic in U and of c1ass (LP) , then there should 

be no nonzero numbers C sa tisfying the Blaschke condition 

Conjecture 2. If f(z) is meromorphic in U and if there are three values 

satisfying the Blaschke condition, then f (=) is normal in U. 

In this paper, we disprove both conjectures by two simple examples. Finally, 
we refine the first example to get our main. 

THEOREM For a compIez number i ad jbr a Blaschke sequence l:,,} , there 

exists a function analytic 끼 U and of claSI (LP) whose l-POlnts are exactly {Zn} , 
counted according to their multiplici/ies. 

2. EXAMPLE. Let f(z) be a function analytic in U and of cJass (LP) , and C 

a nonzero number. Then the function 

F(z)=C(I-ι(')) (zE U) 

is anal)' tic in U and of c1ass (LP) with empty C-points. Therefore C vacuously 
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satisfies the ßl.schke condition, and disproves Conjecture l. We note that our 
main theorem covers the nonvacuous case. 

3. EXAMPLE. g(z) = (l -:)/I + ,)/(I-,) (zEU) 

Since g(:) is a quotient o[ two bounded functions, g(:) -ç is of bounded 

characteristic for arbitrary ÇEC, hence C satisfies the ßlaschke condition for 
1 , 1 arbitrary ÇEC [2, Theorem 2.3]. lf r be the upper semi.circle of 1: τ-1=τ「

then g(:) has asymptotic v.lue 0 along r at z = l. Since lim g(r) =∞， 
'-1 

g(z) c.nnot be normal [5, Theorem 2]. This shows that Conjecture 2 is f.lse 

4. LE~MA. 1ιt B(:) be a 1!onconstant Blaschke þroduct, B" (e") =lim 8(re' ’), ,-1 

which exists altnost every 8, and let 

E={eI8eT |B·(el6)l=l mld B·(el8)#ll. 

For each /8εE， let 1(8) be de，끼 ned via Bft (e꺼 =""('). Define a function ,p: T • 

[0， 2π)by 

[1(8) (mod 2lt) if .... EE (1) ,p (e’ )=~'\V) \11lUU &;1' ) lJ t::
A 

o ‘if e‘ "ET-E. 

Then E is of measure 2lt and ,p (e’8) is a bounded measurable function. 

PROOF. We need only to show the measureability o[ rþ(/'ι The functions 
‘ (n-l i8\ 

B. {e ') =이~e'.)， 

defined on E is measur.ble, so is the limit function B‘(/'). ßut B*(e’')=/'(.)= 
e‘’‘.") on E. Since the function log z on ç- {z으이 is continuous, øci’)=-Î log 

(8*(.’.)) is a measurable function on E. Thus tþ(i') Îs measurable 

5. PROOF OF THEOREM, Let i be a c。mplex number Let {:”l be a 

Blaschke sequence, and B(z) be the Blaschke pr여uct formed by (:서 . By the 

help of Example 2 and Hwang's ex.mple in the proof of [4, Theorem 2] , we 

may assume that B(z) is nonconstant and C is nonzero. 8y Lemms, 

E={/'ET; IB*(e’')1=1 and B*(e’')*1) 
‘8 is a set of measure 2;r .nd the function tþ((") defined by (1) is. bounded 

i8 , _.1 measurable function. so φ(e'")EL'(I'). If PU,p](z) is the Pois∞n integral of 

iØ(e꺼， then it is harmonic (50, continuous) in U and 

lim P[씨 (re씌 =iØ(e씌=“ (8) (mod 2π) 
'-1 
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。n a set, say EJ ’ 。f me.sure 2::. Let A 야 a set of first category wÎth me3.sure 

2:: (see [3, p.99] ). 

Then ,1 ~ E, is al50 o( first category 、~'ith measure 2π Theorefore by a theorem 

of F. Bagemihl and W. Se idel : 1. Theorem 8.11] , there exists .n analytic 

function h(=) in U 띠th lim h ( re꺼 =;/(0) (mod 2;r) a. e. Then 
'- 1 

-h(.) F(=) = - ~B(=)e -",., +ç (zEU) 

is a nonconstcnt analytic function in U whose C-points coincides with the 

zeros of B(=) with due count of multiplicity. AI50 lim F(r/') =0 a. e. ; 50 fE 
'-1 

(LP) . This completes the pr∞f. 
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